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SUMMARY:  

An analytical yawed wake model for wind turbines, which predicts the streamwise velocity of yawed wake through 

including the curled shape of cross-section, is proposed in this study. In which, the conservations of mass and 

momentum are applied and the self-similarity Gaussian shape is adopted to describe the spanwise distribution of the 

streamwise velocity deficit and the skew angle. Compared with the existed wake models, addition equations are 

raised to predict the spanwise displacement of maximum velocity deficit at the different heights. For investigating 

the effectiveness of proposed model, the numerical simulations under different yaw angles are carried out to model 

the wake of a yawed wind turbine and the numerical method is also validated with the wind tunnel measurements 

before that. Comparisons of model predictions with the numerical simulation results show that this analytical model 

can acceptably predict the velocity distribution with heights in the far wake of a yawed wind turbine. Because of its 

good accuracy and low cost, the present yawed wake model beneficial to the implementation of yaw angle control. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When wind turbines are clustered in a wind farm, the wake effects of wind turbine are 

responsible for significant power losses. The yaw angle control is a potential control strategy for 

mitigating the wake effects of the existing wind farms. Through fixing a yaw angle between the 

rotating plane of wind rotor with the incoming wind direction, the wake development trajectory 

of upstream turbine will be redirected. The downstream wind turbine can partly escape the wake 

effects of upstream wind turbine and experience a higher inflow wind velocity to obtain more 

power output. A yawed wake model, which accurately evaluates the deflected wake trajectory 

and the velocity distribution of a yawed wind turbine, is essential for applying yaw angle control 

strategies in actual wind farms. Under the yawed situation, the thrust of wind rotor will induce a 

spanwise component to provide the wake with the spanwise momentum, which leads to the 

curled deformation of wake cross-section, which is essential to been considered into the yawed 

wake model. In the existed yawed wake models (Bastankhah and Porté-Agel, 2016; Qian and 

Ishihara, 2018), the cross-section shapes are adopted as a circle shape or an elliptical shape. 

These assumptions for the cross-section shape mean that the wake center is located at the hub 

height and the deformation of wake with heights are same, i.e. maximum velocity deficits of 

different heights are at the same spanwise location. However, as mentioned before, due to the 

deformation of wake cross-section, the maximum velocity deficit with height do not exist at the 



same spanwise location. The assumption of circle shape or elliptical shape will overestimate the 

spanwise deformation of yawed wake exclude the hub height. It will seriously influence the 

prediction of velocity distribution and downwind wind turbine power output. Therefore, in the 

yawed model, some additional formulas are needed to be built, which describe the deformation 

of wake cross-section. 
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In the present paper, a yawed wake model is proposed to prediction the streamwise velocity 

distribution in the far wake of a yawed wind turbine. The derivation of yawed wake model is 

exhibited to predict the velocity distribution of yawed wake in Section 2. In Section 3, the 

numerical simulations under different yaw angles are carried out to investigating the values 

predicted by the proposed wake model. Finally, the main conclusions of this study are 

summarized in Section 4. 
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2. YAWED WAKE MODEL 

When the wind rotor has a fixed yaw angle with the inflow wind direction, the streamwise 

component of thrust will induce the streamwise velocity deficit of air current through the wind 

rotor and the spanwise component of thrust will increase the spanwise velocity of air current. Fig. 

1 gives the control volume sketch of yawed wake model in the horizontal direction.  

 
Fig. 1. Control volume around a yawed wind turbine  

 

In Fig. 1, x and y are streamwise and spanwise coordinates, Tx and Ty are the streamwise and 

spanwise component of thrust respectively, U∞ is the streamwise velocity of wake, U∞ is the 

incoming velocity, θ is the skew angle of wake and yp is wake deformation. Firstly, momentum 

equations have in the streamwise direction and spanwise direction respectively 
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According to the studies by Bastankhah and Porté-Agel (2016) and Qian and Ishihara (2018), the 

velocity distribution and the skew angel distribution of yawed wake exhibits some degree of self-

similarity Gaussian type at the hub height. In addition, a linear expansion of wake width is 

referred to Bastankhah and Porté-Agel (2016). Through a series of algebraic manipulations, the 

wake velocity 
WU , the wake deflection yp,hub and the skew angle   have 
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where, ky and kz are the wake expansion rate in the spanwise coordinates and vertical coordinates, 

σy and σz are the original widths of wake cross-section, x0 is the original downwind location of far 

wake. Above the hub height, the spanwise displacement of maximum streamwise velocity deficit 

are almost uniform. While below the hub height, the spanwise displacement of maximum 

streamwise velocity deficit increases with height. Therefore, for convenience, a quadratic 

polynomial formula is adopted to predict the spanwise displacement of yawed wake under the 

hub height and the maximum value of this formula is existed at the hub height. As a result, the 

additional equations are given as 
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where, 2
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A serious of CFD simulation, referred to the wind tunnel experiments (Chamorro and Porté-Agel, 

2009), were carried out to validate the precision of proposed model. LES-ALM method provided 

by SOWFA was used to model wind turbine wake. For ensuring the reliability of numerical 

method, Fig. 2 shows comparisons of the mean streamwise velocity profiles and turbulence 

intensity profiles obtained from the simulations with the wind tunnel data. The present 

simulation results for wind turbine wake have been verified with high accuracy by comparison 

with the experimental data. 

 

        
Figure 2.  Comparisons between the wind tunnel experiment and the numerical simulation. 

 

Fig. 3 gives the comparisons of wake velocity deficit between the simulation results, Qian and 

Ishihara (QI) and the predictions of proposed wake model are plotted at the hub height. It is 

evident that, compared with the numerical results, the proposed yawed model gives a similar 

prediction for the velocity profiles of wake and the spanwise displacement of wake center at the 

hub height. The maximum velocity deficit predicted by QI model is lower than the numerical 

results and the spanwise displacement of wake center is also underestimated. 

 



  
a) yaw angle=10°             b) yaw angle=20° 

Figure 3.  Validation between the wind tunnel experiment and the numerical simulation. 

 

Fig. 4 gives the comparisons between the proposed yawed wake model and the numerical results 

with heights. In these figures, the horizontal profiles of the normalized mean velocity at selected 

downwind locations of 7x D  and height locations
hub 0.6z z D  , 

hub 0.4z D , 
hub 0.2z D , 

hubz , 

hub 0.2z D , 
hub 0.4z D  and 

hub 0.6z D  are plotted. As Fig. 4 (a) and (b) illustrate, the proposed 

yawed model can not only give a similar distribution on the streamwise velocity, but also 

accurately predict the wake deformation at different heights.  

 

   
a) x=7D, yaw angle=10°             b) x=7D, yaw angle=20° 

Figure 4.  Comparisons on spanwise profiles of the streamwise velocity with heights. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a yawed wake model for wind turbines is proposed and the deformation of 

wake cross-section is taken account into this model. For verifying the validation of proposed 
wake model, a series of numerical simulation were carried out by the LES-ALM and compared 
with the wind tunnel data to ensure the reliability of numerical method. The proposed yawed 
wake model is able to better predict the distribution of streamwise velocity with heights at the far 
wake region of a yawed wind turbine.  
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